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Introduction
• fusion plasmas in particular have long attracted attention on a range of topics:
- several instabilities and conditions under which they arise
- macro-scale behaviour (disruptions, ELMs...)
- scaling laws

• as a result, several advanced techniques have been developed to respond to these questions
• cold plasmas show a similar complexity, despite their application orientation
- plasma-wall interaction
- instabilities
- self-organization

This talk will show how advanced techniques in cold plasmas can shed light on such complex
behavior
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Introduction
spots in cathode
boundary layer discharges

Bieniek et al., J. Phys. D. (2016)
Schoenbach et al. PSST (2004)

spokes in planar magnetrons,
thrusters: role in transport

microinstabilities and role
in transport

Anders et al., JAP (2012)
Ellison et al. (2012)
Hecimovic and von Keudell (2016)
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Diagnostics techniques
• Thomson scattering
- defined as elastic scattering on free charged particles (electrons)

• 2 regimes identifiable by the relation of observation length l to Debye length λD

l < λD : incoherent regime
l >> λD : coherent regime
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Diagnostics techniques
• What information is gained from observations in these different regimes?
l < λD : incoherent regime

l
λD

• individual random (thermal) fluctuations visible
• from sum of scattered fields:
- energy distribution functions / temperature
- density
- drift velocity

• example: Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution
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Diagnostics techniques
• What information is gained from observations in these different regimes?
l >> λD : coherent regime
l
λD

• collective, non-random fluctuations visible
• constructive addition of scattered fields in presence of structured
electrons
• signal reflects collective behaviour (e.g. wave activity)
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Diagnostics techniques
• Thomson scattering techniques were first implemented in fusion (tokamak) plasmas

• application in many cold plasmas represents a
particular challenge
why: scattered power α density

Peacock et al., Nature 224, 448 (1969)
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Approaches
Diagnostic development
optimization of diagnostics
for low-temperature plasma
studies

Implementation
respond to specific long-standing
questions for some plasmas

Code/theory comparisons
how do experimental results
compare?
what new features do simulations
reveal?
what improvements to existing
models/understanding are necessary?
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Case 1
Studies of origins of anomalous transport in thrusters and magnetrons
• Hall plasma thrusters and planar magnetrons have similar ExB geometries

Hall thruster
space propulsion

planar magnetron
deposition

• this configuration is conducive to the appearance of drift-driven instabilities
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Case 1
Studies of origins of anomalous transport in thrusters and magnetrons
• electron mobility orders of magnitude orders of magnitude larger than expected in exit plane
region
• role of plasma instabilities in such anomalous transport in ExB plasmas long
established
Yoshikawa and Rose, Phys. Fluids 1962
• in magnetized hot plasmas, decades of research have tied instabilities to
anomalous particle transport, reduced confinement
• which instabilities could play such a role in thrusters/magnetrons?
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Case 1
Studies of origins of anomalous transport in thrusters and magnetrons
1. simulation insights

• first particle-in-cell simulations in thrusters showed presence of microturbulence
producing axial electron current current
Adam, Héron and Laval, Phys. Plasmas 2004; Ducrocq et al. Phys. Plasmas 2006
exit plane

Θ (cm)

- appearance of mm-scale and sub mm-scale
azimuthal electric field
- linear, discrete dispersion relation
- MHz frequencies
x (cm)

electric field

• mode in question: electron cyclotron drift instability (ECDI)
• extensively studied in the 1970s: astrophysical plasmas,
pinches
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Case 1
Studies of origins of anomalous transport in thrusters and magnetrons
2. experimental validation

• predicted features on instability: need for new diagnostic to validate simulation
findings
• approach: new coherent Thomson scattering diagnostic to detect density
fluctuations associated with mode
PRAXIS – PRopulsion Analysis eXperiments via Infrared Scattering
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Case 1
Studies of origins of anomalous transport in thrusters and magnetrons
2. experimental validation

beam trajectories
vessel axis

Tsikata et al, PoP 2009, 2011, 2014...
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Case 1
Studies of origins of anomalous transport in thrusters and magnetrons
2. experimental validation

• confirmation of predicted length scale and frequency range
• new theoretical/numerical studies on this instability in thrusters have emerged from several
groups
Coche and Garrigues PoP 2016
Lafleur et al. PoP 2017, 2018
Boeuf 2017
Janhunen et al, PoP 2018
Taccogna et al, PoP 2019
Charoy et al, PoP 2019
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Case 1
Studies of origins of anomalous transport in thrusters and magnetrons
3. updating of theory/simulations

• new information gained from experiments: 3D propagation, not 2D or 1D as initially thought
• subsequent revision of linear kinetic theory confirms continuous dispersion relation;
study of radial effects necessary

experimental dispersion relation,
represented with dynamic form
factors: linear and continuous

accounting for radial component: 3D
Taccogna et al, PoP 2020

2D propagation
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Case 1
Studies of origins of anomalous transport in thrusters and magnetrons
3. updating of theory/simulations

• a dialogue between experiments, simulations and theory has contributed to insights into
anomalous transport
• experimental validation key to driving new research
- particle-in-cell vs fluid approaches

• in turn, numerical findings provide insights which cannot be easily studied experimentally
- limits to temporal resolution

• let's look at a second example where these approaches have been key
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Case 2
Studies of beam-driven fluctuations in thrusters and magnetrons

• although azimuthal instabilities have been the focus of recent attention, other modes have
been observed
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Case 2
Studies of beam-driven fluctuations in thrusters and magnetrons
1. experimental insights

• axially-propagating instability (MHz frequency, mm scales) discovered
• initial notion: mode is convected
by ions, Doppler-shifted frequency
• mode phase velocities found to
exceed those of ion velocities
determined from LIF
• only explanation: presence of fast
ion population
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Case 2
Studies of beam-driven fluctuations in thrusters and magnetrons
2. insights from theoretical analysis
Doubly charged ion fraction: 𝛼𝛼 =
Xe+

Xe2+

IITSI = ion-ion two-stream instability

2𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖2+
𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒

Magnetized electrons

Tsikata, Cavalier, Héron et al, PoP 2014

Hara and Tsikata, PRE 2020
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Case 2
Studies of beam-driven fluctuations in thrusters and magnetrons
3. insights from simulations

• these simulations confirm that the initial
notions of derived from experiments, are
correct
0 % Xe2+

10 % Xe2+

• it is indeed an ion-ion two stream
instability, excited in the presence of Xe+
and Xe2+ populations
• PIC simulations reveal its existence for
the first time in thrusters

20 % Xe2+
21 2020
Hara and Tsikata, PRE

Case 2
Studies of beam-driven fluctuations in thrusters and magnetrons
3. insights from simulations

• simulations reveal that the IITSI plays an unexpected role in transport: coupling to ECDI

ECDI alone

ECDI and IITSI

cross-field electron velocity increasing due to IITSI

electron streamlines directed more axially due to IITSI
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Case 2
Studies of beam-driven fluctuations in thrusters and magnetrons
• These results show that:
- experiments can be used to discover new phenomena and propose new physical models
accounting for particle behavior
- linear kinetic theory analyses can be checked against these results
- numerical simulations can provide access to new insights unavailable through direct measurement
and linear theory (e.g. transport)
- the combination of these approaches alters our understanding of basic physics of these discharges
(coupling of multiple instabilities)
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Case 2
Studies of beam-driven fluctuations in thrusters and magnetrons
• These results show that:
- experiments can be used to discover new phenomena and propose new physical models
accounting for particle behavior
- linear kinetic theory analyses can be checked against these results
- numerical simulations can provide access to new insights unavailable through direct measurement
and linear theory (e.g. transport)
- the combination of these approaches alters our understanding of basic physics of these discharges
(coupling of multiple instabilities)
• We can turn our attention to one last case study: emissive cathodes
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Case 3
Studies of electron features and fluid code fidelity
• emissive cathodes: electron source for thrusters,
necessary for establishing ionization
and neutralization
• ostensibly simple device, but challenge to model

• new fluid codes developed by LAPLACE (Sary, Garrigues and Boeuf): capable of capturing many features of
cathode electron properties

Sary et al, PoP 2017 I and II
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Case 3
Studies of electron features and fluid code fidelity
THETIS - THomson scattering Experiments for low-Temperature Ion Sources

Vincent et al, PSST 2018
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Case 3
Studies of electron features and fluid code fidelity
1. experimental validation

• electron property
measurement
possible with high
degree of sensitivity:
code validation feasible

ne = (9.41 ± 0.76) x 1017 /m3
Te = (2.27 ± 0.19) eV

ne = (1.8 ± 0.2) x 1016 /m3
Te = (0.46 ± 0.08) eV
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Case 3
Studies of electron features and fluid code fidelity
1. experimental validation
code LAPLACE: evidence of regime
transitions as emitter temperature
increases

diagnostic comparisons: difference
between probe and non-invasive
measurements

it has been observed that:
- invasive measurements
cause a regime transition
in the cathode
-

a full thermal model is
needed to match
experiments to
simulations

Vincent et al, JPhysD 2020
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Concluding remarks
• cold plasmas have been found, in recent decades, to show surprising complexity
- instabilities, anomalous transport, self-organization

• understanding such features requires several approaches:
- advanced diagnostics
- theoretical analyses
- numerical simulations

• the combination of these approaches can lead to leaps in our understanding
- do diagnostics validate existing models?
- what features are missing from theory/models?
- can simulations provide insights unavailable through direct measurement?

• a dialogue between these different tools appears essential for solving current open
questions in cold plasmas
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